
Planning a Birthday

Read the Planning

Read the Planning to practise and Improve your Reading Skills. Complete the Lesson Activity to
test your level.

Family Group

Hi family,
Lizy’s birthday is going to be at the park. It seems much better for the kids, I hope the weather
holds up. I need help with some staff, each of you is assigned a different task.

Dad, you are Lizy’s grandfather so please get a good place in the park and have seats for the
adults.

Mom, could you make the cake? It should be big, we are a lot and I will not be able to do
everything I have to do alone.

Matt and John, you are the funny uncles so please take care of the games to entertain the
children in the park. The party is going to last at least 3 hours so we have to cheer everyone up.

Grandma, I need your birthday recipe book to get some tasty and easy meal ideas.

I am going to take care of buying food and drinks so that nothing is missing, does anyone want
or need something in particular?

I hope everything goes well. Thank you all!

Kisses, Julia.

ACTIVITIES

Choose True or False

1. Julia's Grandma has to help with the cake.
❏ True
❏ False

2. The party is going to be at the park.
❏ True
❏ False

3. John is Julia's father.
❏ True
❏ False

4. Matt has to find a place in the park.
❏ True
❏ False

5. Julia needs her grandmother's cookbook.
❏ True
❏ False

6. Julia has three brothers.
❏ True
❏ False

Complete the Sentences

7. The recipe book _____ among the family.
❏ has always
❏ have been
❏ has always been

8. Julia _____ family for help with her daughter's birthday.
❏ asked her
❏ asked his
❏ asked their

9. The uncles _____ the kids for three hours.
❏ has to entertain
❏ have to entertain
❏ have to entertaining

10. Lizy's grandmother _____ with the cake.
❏ have to help
❏ has to help
❏ has help

11. Julia _____ buy drinks.
❏ is go to
❏ are going to
❏ is going to

12. The recipe book _____ grandma.
❏ is older than
❏ is more old than
❏ is older

Correct answers on bottom page.

CORRECT ANSWERS

1. False
2. True
3. False
4. False
5. True
6. False
7. has always been
8. asked her
9. have to entertain
10. has to help
11. is going to
12. is older than
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